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Dear Editor,
Human development and the nature of his perception
toward the surrounding world have undergone the great
changes. According to the evidences found in the Burnt
City (Shahr-e Sukhteh), Sistan and Baluchistan, Iran, it can
be theorized that the civilization of the Burnt City has had
the approximated theoretical and conceptual perception of
the outside world to some extent. Theoretical perception
is resulted from the surrounding world abstraction.
Abstraction forms when human brain can pass the visual
perception level and reach the abstract and conceptual
perception. In fact, conceptualization and finding
common roots among different processes in the universe
is the basis for theoretical and philosophical perception of
the universe.
As the possibility of a theory on visualization in the Burnt
City was mentioned earlier,1 here further information is
provided in the following. The archeology team supervised
by Dr. Seyed Mansour Sajjadi, found the first ruler of the
world with the precision rate of 1 mm and the length of
10 cm (Figure 1).2 It is quite interesting that, such a ruler
is capable to indicate a type of perception regarding the
concept of measurement with significant precision.
From a scientific perspective, “concept” refers to some
kind of abstraction of our daily experiences, making
us (humans) capable to classify according to abstract,
non-objective features of the things or experiences.
Conceptualization is very important for cognitive activities

Figure 1. The First Ruler Found in Burnt City.
Source: http://wikimapia.org/31637910/Shahr-e-Sukhteh.

like memory, learning and decision-making. It is not
known that, when the human brain could process the first
roots of conceptualization. However, if the development
of the ideas can be explained in the most basic level
directly related to the brain’s function, then it would be
understandable that, at least a part of the ideas are resulted
from human brain evolution in contact with the outside
world and not as a result of a philosophical-analytical
thought. It is assumed that, the Burnt City can reveal some
parts of this puzzle. The previously mentioned ruler with
1mm precision shows that the idea and concept of dividing
one unit into smaller ones had been established. There is
an exclusive example of the Burnt City, evidently arguing
the evolution of the mentioned concept at a considerably
high level. The first animation of the world belongs to the
Burnt City.2 It has been drawn on a bowl picturing a goat
moving toward a tree, and eating the leaves (Figure 2). As
said earlier1 the value of the animation is implied in its
conceptual perception, i.e. one image loses its continuous
mode in human mind, and it divides into smaller images.
This is not the result of the visual deficiency or a problem
in cognitive processing, but this happens due to the
evolution of a conceptual perception regarding the concept
of movement, through which a specific unit of location can
be divided into several smaller ones. There is the same idea
behind both the ruler and the animation discovered in the
Burnt City. This may be regarded as a basic philosophical

Figure 2. The First Animation of the World Belongs to the Burnt
City. (Photo was taken by author).
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concept for subsequent ideas on “movement”. The
exceptional and outstanding features of the Burnt City
civilization were previously mentioned.2-4 There have been
several examples in archeological excavations of the Burnt
City indicating the direct and active interaction between
human brain and the surrounding world. Therefore, the
Burned City civilization can be considered among the
valuable signs of the cognitive evolution of the brain in
human species.
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